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Stochastic Analysis Of An Incoherent Feedforward Genetic Motif
Thierry Platini1 , Mohammad Soltani2 , Abhyudai Singh3

Abstract— Gene products (RNAs, proteins) often occur at low
molecular counts inside individual cells, and hence are subject
to considerable random fluctuations (noise) in copy number
over time. Not surprisingly, cells encode diverse regulatory
mechanisms to buffer noise. One such mechanism is the
incoherent feedforward circuit. We analyze a simplistic version
of this circuit, where an upstream regulator X affects both
the production and degradation of a protein Y . Thus, any
random increase in X’s copy numbers would increase both
production and degradation, keeping Y levels unchanged. To
study its stochastic dynamics, we formulate this network into
a mathematical model using the Chemical Master Equation
formulation. We prove that if the functional dependence of
Y ’s production and degradation on X is similar, then the
steady-distribution of Y ’s copy numbers is independent of X.
To investigate how fluctuations in Y propagate downstream,
a protein Z whose production rate only depend on Y is
introduced. Intriguingly, results show that the extent of noise
in Z increases with noise in X, in spite of the fact that the
magnitude of noise in Y is invariant of X. Such counter intuitive
results arise because X enhances the time-scale of fluctuations
in Y , which amplifies fluctuations in downstream processes.
In summary, while feedforward systems can buffer a protein
from noise in its upstream regulators, noise can propagate
downstream due to changes in the time-scale of fluctuations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The inherent probabilistic nature of biochemical reactions
and low copy numbers of molecules involved, results in
significant random fluctuations (noise) in mRNA/protein
levels inside individual cells [1]–[9]. These fluctuations are
an unavoidable aspect of life at the single-cell level. Noise
can be problematic for essential proteins whose levels have
to be tightly maintained within certain bounds [10]–[12], and
various diseased states have been attributed to elevated noise
in the expression of certain genes [13]–[16]. Interestingly,
this inherent variation in gene product levels is sometimes
exploited for driving genetically identical cells to different
fates [17]–[22], as is the case for many stem cells [23]–[25]
and pathogenic human viruses [26]–[29].
Given that stochasticity in protein levels can have significant effects on biological function and phenotype, cells
actively use different regulatory mechanisms to minimize
noise. Much prior experimental/computational work on
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noise buffering has primarily focused on negative feedback systems, where a protein controls its own transcription/translation/degradation [30]–[43]. Here we focus on
feedforward systems, where a downstream regulator affects
the expression of a protein using two different paths. More
specifically, we study the incoherent feedforward loop, where
the paths have antagonistic affects [44]–[46]. Such incoherent feedforward regulation has been shown to be an important
motif in gene regulatory networks [45]–[47].
The schematic of the overall network is illustrated in Fig.
1 and consists of three species: an upstream regulator X,
protein Y , and a downstream product Z that is activated
by Y . In the model under consideration, X enhances both
the production and degradation of Y , creating an incoherent
feedforward circuit. In the stochastic formulation of this
network, each specie is assumed to be produced in random
bursts [48]–[50]. More specifically, bursts for the creation of
X arrive at exponentially distributed time intervals with rate
kX . Each burst results in the production of nX molecules of
X, where nX is geometrically distributed random variable.
X is assumed to degrade at a constant rate γX . Finally, we
denote by xptq, the stochastic process representing the population count of X in a single cell. The same nomenclature
applies for Y and Z.
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Fig. 1. Schematic figure of the model under consideration. X affects
both the production and degradation of Y, which itself activates production
of downstream product Z. The creation and degradation rates of molecules
X, Y and Z are denotes kX , γX , kY , γY and kZ , γZ . Each creation event
generates a burst, of size nj , characterized by a geometrical distribution
gpnj |b̄j q with mean b̄j (for j “ X, Y, Z).

Our goal is to use this model to study how random
fluctuations in the levels of X propagate to Y and Z.
Results show that if the functional dependence of Y ’s
production and degradation on X is similar, then the steadydistribution of Y ’s copy numbers is independent of X.
Thus, the feedforward regulation completely buffers Y from
random fluctuations in the upstream regulator. Interestingly,
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fluctuations in X enhance the time-scale of fluctuation in
Y , as quantified by the steady-state autocorrelation function.
This implies that fluctuations in X make fluctuations in Y
more permanent while keeping their magnitude unchanged,
leading to an amplified noise in the downstream product Z.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we present
a stochastic model for the expression of protein Y , with
constant production and degradation rates. In section III,
we consider the effect of the upstream regulator X on Y ’s
production process. In section IV, X is assumed to affect
both production and degradation processes of Y , creating
a feedforward system. The autocorrelation function of Y is
derived in section V. Finally, in section VI we quantify the
noise in the downstream product Z.

Equation (3) offers an easy path towards the solution of our
problem. In particular, in the limit t Ñ 8, we find

II. S INGLE PROTEIN MODEL WITH CONSTANT RATES
We start by considering the model (summarised by table
I) describing the dynamics of the number of molecules Y ,
with constant production and degradation rates.

(7)

Event

Reset

Transition rates

burst of nY Y molecules

y Ñ y ` nY

kY gpnY |b̄Y q

y Ñy´1

yγY

degradation

TABLE I
T RANSITIONS AND ASSOCIATED RATES FOR THE SINGLE PROTEIN

Gprq “ “

1
1 ` b̄Y p1 ´ rq

1 dn Gprq
,
rÑ0 n! dr n

P py “ nq “ lim

The latter equation gives a full description of the stochastic
process under consideration. It is, however, common practice
to express such problemřin term of the generating function
y
defined as Gpr, tq “
y Py ptqr . Derived from (2) the
equation for the generating function is:
dG
“ kY pg̃ ´ 1qG ´ γY pr ´ 1qBr G,
(3)
dt
where g̃ is the generating function of the distribution
gpnY |b̄Y q and given by
8
ÿ
1
g̃pr|b̄Y q “
rnY gpnY |b̄Y q “
.
(4)
1 ` b̄Y p1 ´ rq
nY “0

(6)

can be used to access the stationary probability distribution
which, in this case, is a negative binomial distribution:
ˆ
˙n ˆ
˙ kγY
Y
1
b̄Y
1
P py “ nq “
n! 1 ` b̄Y
1 ` b̄Y
˙
n´1
źˆ
kY
ˆ
j`
.
γY
j“0

One can directly access first and second order moments using
ˇ
ˇ
dGprq ˇˇ
d2 Gprq ˇˇ
xyy “
,
and
xypy
´
1qy
“
, (8)
dr ˇrÑ1
dr2 ˇrÑ1
which leads to the mean number
xyy “

gpnY |b̄Y q “ pb̄Y qnY {p1 ` b̄Y qnY `1 ,
(1)
ř
with mean b̄Y “ nY nY gpnY |b̄Y q. In a time interval δt, the
probability of occurrence of a burst of size nY is therefore
given by kY gpnY |b̄Y qδt. In addition, we denote by γY the
degradation rate so that the probability of the transition, from
a state with y molecules to a state with y ´ 1 molecules,
in a time δt, is given by yγY δt. It is well known that the
probability Py ptq to measure y molecules at time t, obeys
the master equation [51]–[53]
« y
ff
ÿ
dPy ptq
“ kY
gpnY |b̄Y qPy´nY ptq ´ Py ptq
dt
nY “0
”
ı
` γY py ` 1qPy`1 ptq ´ yPy ptq .
(2)

(5)

At this stage the inverse transfomation,

MODEL WITH CONSTANT RATES

We write kY δt the probability of a burst occurring in a time
δt. Each burst is drawn from a geometric distribution:

‰kY {γY .

kY b̄Y
.
γY

(9)

We will use the coefficient of variation CVY2 as metric for
quantifying noise. It is defined by
CVY2 “

xy 2 y ´ xyy2
,
xyy2

and given by
CVY2 “

1 ` b̄Y
.
xyy

(10)

Unless stated otherwise xyy denotes the average in the
stationary state. We will be explicitly using xyptqy to refer to
the average number at intermediate times. At this point, the
reader may want to consider a similar problem for a nonbursty production (each production event generating exactly
one molecule). To proceed, the reader may simply replace
kY by kY {b̄Y and take the limit b̄Y Ñ 0. This transformation
comes from the need to reduce the term gpr|b̄Y q ´ 1, in (3),
into y ´ 1. Under this transformation we recover the Poisson
distribution
„

kY
pr ´ 1q ,
(11)
Gprq Ñ exp
γY
characterized by the mean and coefficient of variation
xyy Ñ

kY
1
, and CVY2 Ñ
.
γY
xyy

(12)
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III. R EGULATION OF THE CREATION PROCESS

numbers

We now focus our attention on a variation of the model
presented in section II for which molecule production is
regulated by an upstream process. Here the bursty creation
process of Y is governed by another dynamical process. A
new random variable x is introduced describing the number
of molecules of type X. The extra dynamical variable x
now appears explicitly in the bursty production rate which
becomes xkY . We choose to consider X as governed by a
bursty creation process with single degradation. We write
kX and γX the creation and degradation rates. Each burst of
X is distributed by gpnX |b̄X q where b̄X denotes the mean
burst size. All transition rates are summarized in table II. We
choose not to write the full master equation associated to the
evolution of the distribution Px,y ptq. We however give the
key steps leading to the moment equations. To proceed the
reader may derive a generalized moment equation [54], [55]
dxxσ y η y
dt

“ kX xrpx ` nX qσ ´ xσ s y η y

(13)

` γX xx rpx ´ 1qσ ´ xσ s y η y
` kY xxσ`1 rpy ` nY qη ´ y η sy
` γY xxσ rpy ´ 1qη ´ y η s yy,

for σ and η integers. The latter equation leads to the first
order moments
dxxptqy
“ kX b̄X ´ γX xxptqy,
dt
dxyptqy
“ kY b̄Y xxptqy ´ γY xyptqy,
dt
as well as second order moments
dxx2 ptqy
dt
2

dxy ptqy
dt
dxxyptqy
dt

“ kX b̄X r2xxptqy ` 2b̄X ` 1s

´ pγX ` γY qxxyptqy.

Reset

“

CVY2

“

1 ` b̄X
,
xxy
1 ` b̄Y
γY
1 ` b̄X
`
.
xyy
γX ` γY xxy

(20)
(21)

IV. I NCOHERENT FEEDFORWARD CIRCUIT
To move one step forward we choose to consider a model
where both the production and degradation are affected by
the dynamics of X, therefore defining a feedforward motif.
We define xkY and xγY as the new creation and degradation
rates. All transition rates are summarized in table III and
illustrated on Fig. 1.
Event

Reset

Transition rates

burst of nX X molecules

x Ñ x ` nX

kX gpnX |b̄X q

X-degradation

xÑx´1

xγX

burst of nY Y molecules

y Ñ y ` nY

xkY gpnY |b̄Y q

Y -degradation

y Ñy´1

xyγY

(15)

(18)

(19)

Note that CVY2 is the sum of two contributions. The first
term represents the noise in the single protein model with
constant rates. The second term is the noise contribution from
upstream regulation. We note that both xyy and CVY2 are
dependent on the upstream dynamics (dependence in kX , bX
and γX ). The dependence in the X dynamics will however
vanished in the next section when considering regulated
production and degradation.

(16)

“ kX b̄X xyptqy ` kY b̄Y xx2 ptqy

CVX2

(14)

` γX rxxptqy ´ 2xx2 ptqys,
“
‰
“ kY b̄Y 2xxyptqy ` p2b̄Y ` 1qxxptqy (17)
“
‰
` γY xyptqy ´ 2xy 2 ptqy ,

Event

kX b̄X
kY b̄Y
and xyy “
xxy,
γX
γY
with the following coefficients of variation
xxy “

TABLE III
T RANSITIONS AND ASSOCIATED RATES FOR AN INCOHERENT
FEEDFORWARD CIRCUIT.

The probability Px,y ptq is governed by the master equation
ff
«
x
ÿ
dPx,y ptq
“ kX
gpnX |b̄X qPx´n,y ´ Px,y (22)
dt
n “0
X

Transition rates

` γX rpx ` 1qPx`1,y ´ xPx,y s
« y
ff
ÿ
` xkY
gpnY |b̄Y qPx,y´n ´ Px,y
” Y
ı
` xγY py ` 1qPx,y`1 ´ yPx,y .

burst of nX X molecules

x Ñ x ` nX

kX gpnX |b̄X q

X-degradation

xÑx´1

xγX

burst of nY Y molecules

y Ñ y ` nY

xkY gpnY |b̄Y q

Y -degradation

y Ñy´1

yγY

TABLE II

n “0

It is then important to note that, in the stationary state,
writing Px,y “ Qx Ry allows to split (22) in two:
x
ÿ

kX

(23)

“ pkX ` γX xqQx ,

T RANSITIONS AND ASSOCIATED RATES FOR A MODEL WITH REGULATED
CREATION PROCESS .

kY
The previous set of equations being closed one can easily
show that the stationary state is characterized by the mean

gpnX |b̄X qQx´n ` γX px ` 1qQx`1

nX “0
y
ÿ

gpnY |b̄Y qRy´n ` γY py ` 1qRy`1

nY “0

“ pkY ` γY yqRy .

(24)
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Note that (23) and (24) have exactly the same form but
more importantly are independent. It follows that the x and
y variables are uncorrelated. The average xyy and all other
moments are independents of kX , γX and b̄X . It is important
to mention that an identical derivation can be repeated in
a much more general scenario: First by generalizing this
result for any production and degradation rates of the form
kY pxq “ kY f pxq and γY pxq “ γY f pxq (for an arbitrary
function f ). Secondly by relaxing constrains on the dynamics
of X and writing Wxx1 as the transition rate associated to
x Ñ x1 (with the restriction that Wxx1 is independent of y).
Once again, a similar derivation will show that the mean
number of Y molecules and all moments are independent of
the upstream process associated to X.
As a consequence, when looking at the stationary distribution of x only, one would not be able to distinguish the model
with feedfoward motif (regulated creation and degradation)
from the single protein model (with no input noise at all).
In a sense, the x variable and its dynamics are “hidden”
in the stationary state. However, a signature of this “hidden
variable” may be observed someplace else. Indication that the
process is or not governed by a “hidden” dynamics could be
found in dynamical data. Since the equality Px,y “ Qx Ry
holds true in the stationary state only, the analysis of transient
regime should give evidences of the upstream process. For
example, one could study quantities such as relaxation time
and autocorrelations, which would, in principle, testify of
the existence of X. Interestingly, another indication of the
existence of an upstream noise is to be found in downstream
production. In the next sections we look for signature of
an upstream regulator in both autocorrelation function and
downstream processes.

function ϕpyq is given by
C
G
ÿ
dxϕpyqy
“
∆ϕpyq ˆ f pyq ,
dt
Events

(27)

where ∆ϕ is change in function ϕ when an event occurs and
f pyq denotes the transition rates of events and shows how
often an event happens.
A. Single protein model with constant rates
Considering the model with single protein, equation (27)
for ϕpyq “ y gives
dxyptqy
“ kY b̄Y ´ γY xyptqy,
(28)
dt
and leads to the stationary values given in (9). It follows that
the mean count at time t knowing ypsq is given by
xypt ` sq|ypsqy “ xyy ` rypsq ´ xyys e´γY t .

(29)

Using (26) together with (29) leads to
”
ı
2
2
xypt ` sqypsqy “ xyy ` xy 2 y ´ xyy e´γY t .

(30)

By substituting (30) in (25) we obtain the autocorrelation
function which appears to be completely determined by the
degradation rate:
Rptq “ exp p´γY tq .

(31)

Event
Switch activation

Reset
xÑx`1

Transition rates
p1 ´ xqα

Switch deactivation

xÑx´1

xβ

burst of nY Y molecules

y Ñ y ` nY

xkY gpnY |b̄Y q

Y -degradation

y Ñy´1

xyγY

TABLE IV
T RANSITIONS AND ASSOCIATED RATES FOR A MODEL REGULATED BY A
BIOLOGICAL SWITCH .

V. E FFECT OF F EEDFORWARD REGULATION ON
AUTOCORRELATION TIME

In the following we present an analytical study of the
autocorrelation function. We first start with a presentation
of the method used, considering the single protein model
with constant production rates (summarized in table I).
The Y autocorrelation function for the model presented in
table III and illustrated in Fig. 1 is however unknown and
its calculation appears extremely challenging. We therefore
consider a feeforward model regulated by a binary process
as illustrated in Fig. 3 and summarized in table IV. In
the stationary state, it is common to study the normalized
autocorrelation function defined by
xypt ` sqypsqy ´ xyy2
.
sÑ8
xy 2 y ´ xyy2

Rptq :“ lim

(25)

To progress further we use the relation
xypt ` sqypsqy “ xypsqxypt ` sq|ypsqyy,

(26)

where xypt ` sq|ypsqy is the expected number of molecules
at time t ` s given ypsq [56], [57]. Using theorem 1 of [58],
we see that the time derivative of the expected value of any

B. A model regulated by a biological switch
We now evaluate the autocorrelation function for a model
where the upstream regulator is restricted to the values x “ 0
and x “ 1 (see Fig. 2). This model, should be regarded
as a first step towards a more complex model. In fact, H.
Pendar and collaborators [59] have shown that any birthdeath process can be split into an infinite number of identical
reduced models, each build as biological switches. In this
picture, biological switches appears as the basic construction
brick for more sophisticated models. We write α and β the
transition rates associated x : 0 Ñ 1 and x : 1 Ñ 0 and
summarized in table IV. This chemical switch regulates both
bursty production and degradation of molecules of type Y .
For this particular model, we derive the moment equations
dxxptqy
“ α ´ pα ` βqxxptqy,
(32)
dt
dxyptqy
“ kY b̄Y xxptqy ´ γY xxyptqy,
(33)
dt
dxxyptqy
“ αxyptqy ´ pα ` βqxxyptqy
(34)
dt
` kY b̄Y xxptqy ´ γY xxyptqy.
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Solving equations (32)-(35) for initial conditions xpsq, ypsq
and xypsq result in
xypt ` sq|xpsq, ypsq, xypsqy “ xyy
(35)
„

t
` exp ´pα ` β ` γY q
2
´ a
¯
sinh 2t pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
a
ˆ
pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
ˆ ppα ` β ` γY q rypsq ´ xyys ` 2b̄Y rxpsq ´ xxys
´ 2γY rxypsq ´ xxyysq

„
t
` exp ´pα ` β ` γy q
2
ˆ
˙
1 a
2
ˆ cosh
t pα ` β ` γY q ´ 4αγY rypsq ´ xyys
2
Together with (26) the previous result leads to

Thus, putting equations (40) and (41) in (36) and using (25)
lead to
„

β´α
t
Rptq “ pα ` β ` γY
qexp ´pα ` β ` γY q
α`β
2
¯
´ a
sinh 2t pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
a
ˆ
(42)
pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
„

t
` exp ´pα ` β ` γY q
2
ˆ
˙
ta
ˆ cosh
pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY .
2

Y x

nY  Y



1

2

`

ˆ
`
ˆ
`

ˆ
ˆ

In order to find xypt ` sqypsqy we need to find expression of
xxy 2 y. Thus we add dynamics of xy 2 y and xxy 2 y to the set
of moments dynamics presented in (32)-(35). Note that xptq
is a Bernoulli random variable thus we have the following
relations
q

xx y “ xxy,

q b

b

xx y y “ xxy y,

q P t1, 2, . . .u.

(37)

Using these characteristics, the moments dynamics of xy 2 y
and xxy 2 y can be written as
dxy 2 ptqy
dt

“ kY b¯Y p2b̄Y ` 1qxxptqy ` 2kY b̄Y xxyptqy
` γY xxyptqy ´ 2γY xxy 2 ptqy,

dxxy 2 ptqy
dt

(38)

“ kY b̄Y p2b̄Y ` 1qxxptqy ` 2kY b̄Y xxyptqy
` γY xxyptqy ´ 2γY xxy 2 ptqy
´ pα ` βqxxy 2 ptqy ` αxy 2 ptqy.

(39)

Solving set of moments (32)-(35), (38), and (39) in steadystate results in
xxyy ´ xxyxyy “

αkx b¯Y
γY pα`βq

xxy 2 y ´ xxyyxyy “

´

kx b̄Y α
γY α`β

“ 0,

α kx b̄Y pb̄Y `1q
.
α`β
γY

(40)
(41)

x 

kY x



0
Autocorrelation function of protein Y

xypt ` sqypsqy “ xyy
(36)
„

t
pα ` β ` γY qexp ´pα ` β ` γY q
2
´ a
¯
¯
sinh 2t pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY ´
2
a
xy 2 y ´ xyy
pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
„

t
exp ´pα ` β ` γy q
2
ˆ
˙´
¯
ta
2
2
cosh
pα ` β ` γY q ´ 4αγY
xy 2 y ´ xyy
2
„

t
exp ´pα ` β ` γY q .
2
´ a
¯
sinh 2t pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
a
pα ` β ` γY q2 ´ 4αγY
`
`
˘˘
2b̄Y pxxyy ´ xxyxyyq ´ 2γY xxy 2 y ´ xxyyxyy

1

Fast upstream dynamics α = 𝛽 = 1 ℎ𝑟 −1
Slow upstream dynamics α = 𝛽 = 0.1 ℎ𝑟 −1

0.75

0.5

τ1/2

0.25
0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Time (hr)
Fig. 2. Autocorrelation in feedforward motif with biochemical switch.
Top: Feedforward motif: both production and degradation rate of molecules
Y are dependent of upstream regulator x. Upstream process is restricted to
the values x “ 0 and x “ 1. Its dynamics is governed by transition rates
p1 ´ xqα and xβ. Bottom: Y -autocorrelation function as a function of the
time. All the rates are normalized to protein decay rate, i.e., γY “ 1 hr´1 .
Data are showing a shift of τ1{2 (time at which Rptq reaches 50% of its
initial value) due to upstream regulator dynamics.

The autocorrelation function for different values of α and β
is shown in Fig. 2. One should note that Rptq is independent
of the creation process and its parameters kY and b̄Y . It is
however strongly dependent on the upstream process. Note
that when taking the limit β Ñ 0 one recover the model with
single protein for which Rptq “ expp´γY tq. It is particularly
useful to define the ratio
Γptq “

Rptq
,
Rptq|βÑ0

(43)

for which we can show Γptq ě 1 @t. In other words; the
feedforward circuit leads to a systematic increase of the
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autocorrelation function. The increase of the time scale of
fluctuations is therefore expected to lead to a larger noise
values in further downstream products.

moment equation for this model is
dxxσ y η z ν y
dt

`
`
`
`

VI. E FFECT OF REGULATION IN FURTHER DOWNSTREAM
PRODUCTS

In this section we show that a signature of upstream input
noise can be found in downstream products. We continue by
considering the model, illustrated in Fig. 3, for which each
molecule Y can give birth to a burst of molecules Z. We
write kZ , b̄Z and γZ the associated creation rate, mean burst
size and degradation rate. All transition rates are summarized
in table V.

nZ  Z
kZ y

Z

nY  Y

Y x



x 

kY x

kY xxσ`1 rpy ` nY qη ´ y η s z ν y
γY xxσ`1 rpy ´ 1qη ´ y η s yz ν y
kZ xxσ y η`1 rpz ` nZ qν ´ z ν sy
γZ xxσ y η rpz ´ 1qν ´ z ν s zy,

(44)

for σ, η and ν integers and where δσ,0 “ 1 for σ “ 0 and
zero otherwise. From the latter equation, (32) and (33) can
be derived together with
dxzptqy
“ kZ b̄Y xyptqy ´ γZ xzptqy.
(45)
dt
It follows that the stationary state is characterized by the
mean numbers
xxy “



“ p1 ´ δσ,0 q rαxy η z ν y ´ pα ` βqxxy η z ν ys

α
kY b̄Y
kZ b̄Z
, xyy “
, xzy “
xyy.
α`β
γY
γZ

(46)

We should note that both mean numbers xyy and xzy show
no dependence on upstream regulation dynamics. However,
we see that second order moment xz 2 y is a function of the
correlation term xyzy:

1


0
Fig. 3.
Schematic figure of a feedforward circuit regulated by a
biological switch. x is restricted to values 0 and 1 and governed by rates
α and β. It affects both the production and degradation of Y, which itself
activates production of downstream product Z. The creation and degradation
rates of molecules Y and Z are denotes kY , γY and kZ , γZ . Each
creation event generates a burst, of size nj , characterized by a geometrical
distribution gpnj |b̄j q with mean b̄j (for j “ Y, Z).

dxz 2 ptqy
dt

“ 2kZ b̄Z xyzptqy ` kZ p2b̄Z ` 1qb̄Z xyptqy
´ 2γZ xz 2 ptqy ` γZ xzptqy.

(47)

In the stationary state, the latter equation leads to
xz 2 y ´ xzy2 “ xzyp1 ` b̄Z q `

kZ b̄Z
pxyzy ´ xyyxzyq . (48)
γZ

To move forward we derive the moment equation for xyzy:
dxyzptqy
dt

“ kZ b̄Z xy 2 ptqy ` kY b̄Y xxzptqy

(49)

´ γZ xyzptqy ´ γY xxyzptqy,
Event
Switch activation

Reset
xÑx`1

Transition rates
p1 ´ xqα

Switch deactivation

xÑx´1

xβ

burst of nY Y molecules

y Ñ y ` nY

xkY gpnY |b̄Y q

Y -degradation

y Ñy´1

xyγY

burst of nZ Z molecules

z Ñ z ` nZ

ykZ gpnZ |b̄Z q

z Ñz´1

zγZ

Z-degradation

TABLE V
T RANSITIONS AND ASSOCIATED RATES FOR A FEEDFORWARD MODEL
REGULATED BY A BIOLOGICAL SWITCH .

Once again, to spare the readers patience, we choose not
to write the full master equation. The reader could however
convinced himself that the dynamics of regulator X should
leave a trace in downstream production. To proceed one
could verify that the probability Px,y,z can not be written as
product of marginal probabilities Qx ˆRy,z . The generalized

which, in the stationary state, becomes
γZ xyzy ` γY xxyzy “ kZ b̄Z xy 2 y ` kY b̄Y xxzy.

(50)

Along the same line, we derive equations for dxxzy{dt and
dxxyzy{dt. Taking the limit t Ñ 8 leads to:
pα ` β ` γZ qxxzy “ αxzy ` kZ b̄Z xxyxyy.(51)
pα ` β ` γY ` γZ qxxyzy “ αxyzy ` kY b̄Y xxzy
` kZ b̄Z xxyxy 2 y.
(52)
The set of equation being close, we obtain the following
steady-state coefficient of variation squared for Z
1 ` b̄Z
(53)
xzy
"
*
p1 ` b̄Y q
γY pα ` β ` γZ q
`
1 ´ xxy
.
xyy
pα ` γZ qpγY ` γZ q ` βγZ
CVZ2 “

In the limit β Ñ 0 we have xxy “ 1, leading to
CVZ2 |βÑ0 “

1 ` b̄Z
γZ
1 ` b̄Y
`
.
xzy
γY ` γZ xyy

(54)
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Note that the latter result is similar to (21) presented earlier
in section III. It follows that the effect of the upstream
regulation onto the noise in Z downstream production can
be quantified as:
CVZ2 ´ CVZ2 |βÑ0

“
ˆ

γY
1 ` b̄Y
p1 ´ xxyq
xyy γY ` γZ
γZ pα ` β ` γY ` γZ q
.(55)
pα ` γZ qpγY ` γZ q ` βγZ

Note that the difference CVZ2 ´ CVZ2 |βÑ0 is always positive.
Even if upstream noise has no direct effect on the distribution
of Y (and no effect on the mean number xzy), this result
shows that the feedforward motif leads to an increase of the
noise CVZ2 in further downstream products.
The above results were illustrated for an upstream regulator X modeled as a random switch, since exact analytical
solutions for statistical moments were available. However,
these results also hold qualitatively for a bursty birth-death
process. In figure 4 we present noise measurements for
the feedforward motif illustrated on figure 1, where xptq
is a bursty birth-death process. These results are obtained
by averaging a large number of Monte Carlo simulations
performed using the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm [60].
Results confirm that CVY2 is independent of the noise in X.
Moreover it clearly shows an increase in downstream product
noise CVZ2 , with increasing noise in X.
Normalized proteins noise level

1.8

Noise in Protein Y
Noise in Protein Z

1.6

However, when upstream regulation comes to affect both
creation and degradation process, forming a feedforward circuit, we were able to show that all x-y correlations vanishes.
Thus, the feedforward regulation completely buffers Y from
random fluctuations in the upstream regulator and x appears
as a ”hidden” variable. We show that a first signature of
the existence of x can be found in dynamical quantities.
The autocorrelation function was calculated exactly for a
feedforward circuit regulated by a simple switch (42). Our
results show dependence in the switch activity and a systematic increase of correlation time scales (43). Interestingly,
an indication of noise in upstream regulatory processes can
be found in the distribution of further downstream products
(53). Here we have shown that the feedforward motif leads
to an increase of noise in downstream product (55) leaving
however the mean count of molecules xzy invariant. In
addition, identical observations were confirmed by Monte
Carlo simulations (see figure 4) of the more sophisticated
model with bursty creation and single degradation of X.
The incoherent feedforward circuit considered here is
highly simplified, and in reality these systems often involve
often biochemical species. For example, instead of X directly
activating the production of Y , it activates it via an intermediate specie [45]. One way to incorporate such intermediate
species is by introducing time delays. In future work we
will investigate stochastic dynamic of circuits where the
regulatory effects of X on Y are time delayed. The delays
could come in either activation or degradation, and the delay
itself could be a random variable.
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VII. S UMMARY
Interesting features and new challenges are emerging from
the study of biological systems regulated by upstream chemical processes and feedforward genetic motif. Our analysis
started with a simple model describing a bursty production
and single degradation of molecules Y . As expected, when
the creation process is regulated by an upstream process, a
clear signature of the input noise X is seen in both first
(19) and second order moments (21) of the Y -distribution.
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